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Introduction
Because of climate change policies or depleting fossil fuels, fuel prices are expected to rise and an increasing number of households could face difficulties to afford their energy bills, adequately warm their home and achieve their travel needs. The United Nations has identified the provision of sustainable energy for all as one of the main priority in the “Sustainable Development Goals” that will guide national and global policies to 2030 (“Proposal for Sustainable Development Goals” 2014). Similarly, Sovacool & Dworkin (2015) refer to the concept of energy justice and define it as « a global energy system that fairly disseminates both the benefits and costs of energy services ». This concept is gaining attention and emphasizes the need to implement energy policies that tackle climate change while improving rather than worsening socioeconomic and spatial inequalities. Therefore addressing the issue of fuel poverty, and the vulnerability of households to higher energy prices, is a requisite to pursue on the pathway of deep-decarbonisation of the society.

Attention has been focused on fuel poverty in the domestic sector so far. Traveling by car is another essential energy service for part of the population, (Sovacool et al., 2012 ; Heindl & Löschel, 2015). High fuel prices can induce restriction behaviours - households do not meet their travel needs - and it may become a barrier to access employment, and cause social and economic exclusion (Orfeuil, 2004). Therefore fuel poverty policies are necessary to accompany fuel prices rises.

The success of fuel poverty policies depends on the capacity to target the most vulnerable population (Dubois & Meier, 2014). If inadequately targeted, they may miss their intended purpose (Guyet, 2014). Indicators of fuel poverty are thus needed to guide the targeting of policies and measure their impacts.
In this paper, we focus on the evaluation of fuel poverty in the transport sector. We investigate which indicator(s) are most suitable to measure households’ exposition to rising fuel prices in the transport sector. We show that transposition of current fuel poverty indicators used in the domestic sector is not satisfactory, and that it calls for the development of a multidimensional indicator, which combines information on the financial resources, fuel consumption and conditions of mobility.

Existing indicators mainly focus on income and fuel spending – assessing the ability to afford one’s fuel bills (Nicolas et al., 2012). Although budgetary constraints are important, they only provide a partial picture of fuel poverty. In line with Sen’s poverty approach seen as capability deprivation - lacking the opportunity to achieve some minimally acceptable basic functionings (Sen, 1992) – we interpret fuel poverty in the transport sector as lacking the opportunity to adequately achieve one’s travel needs. Travel needs vary from one household to another depending on a variety of geographic, technical and socio-economic characteristics. This variation raises concerns about the adequacy of conditions of mobility in regard with travel needs, as well as with households’ capacity to adapt their practices in face of rising fuel prices. We show that existing indicators fail to account for the diversity of travel needs and capacity to adapt, and we develop a novel indicator to do so.

The construction of our indicator, and its comparison with existing indicators, is illustrated with an application to the French case study based on the national travel database ENTD 2008 - Enquête Nationale Transport et Déplacement.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews indicators of fuel poverty in the domestic sector. Section 3 describes specificities of the transport sector that have to be considered for evaluating fuel poverty in the transport sector. Section 4 describes the methodology to build indicators measuring fuel poverty in the transport sector. Section 5 presents the survey data for the application to the French case study. Section 6 presents the results and discusses the different indicators. Section 7 concludes.

**Measuring fuel poverty in the domestic sector: a review of current indicators**

**1.1. Definition and measurement issues**

A household is said to be in fuel poverty when its members are unable to afford to keep adequately warm at reasonable cost. This original British definition generalizes to the situation of a household whose members are unable to afford an adequate amount of energy services to satisfy their basic needs, as mentioned in the legal French definition.¹ This definition may include other domestic uses than ambient heat and hot water, as the rising uses of home appliances. Tackling vital warmth and socially constrained uses together raises justice issues. Concepts of energy justice emerge to elaborate relevant public policies related to energy services (Sovacool and Dworkin, 2015). Transportation is sometimes included within the scope of energy justice, especially through the global South oriented concept of energy poverty (Sovacool et al., 2015). While warmth needs may rely on physiological parameters though some socio-cultural dimensions (Subrémon, 2011), transport belongs to the energy needs that are mainly constrained by social arrangements. This specificity of

¹ See the Loi Besson du 31 mai 1990 :
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006075926&dateTexte=vig
transportation and others that will be detailed below, call for a “vulnerability” approach towards planning policies, more than a “poverty” approach that targets households already facing difficulties within the vicious circle of poverty (Bouzarovski & Petrova, 2015). A wider scope of fuel poverty implies its very reconceptualization towards a possible change of policy approach. A common agreement has emerged to identify low income, poor energy performance, and high fuel costs as the key drivers of fuel poverty (Palmer, G., MacInnes, T., Kenway, P., 2008., n.d.). Location is also identified as a key defining feature (Thomson & Snell, 2013) (Robert, Vera-Toscano, & Phimister, 2015). However these definitions relate to the domestic energy. Similarly we propose to define fuel poverty in the transport sector as involving the following three drivers: low income, high fuel costs and poor conditions of mobility. Conditions of mobility refer to the accessibility to jobs and services, to the existence of other modes of transport – than private vehicle - to reach them, and to the energy performance of the vehicle, be it cars or two-wheelers. From this definition, fuel poverty shows different dimensions - namely economic, technical and geographic - and reflects different situations. The particular situation of each household depends on its lifestyle, its budget and its preferences, as well as on external factors. To illustrate, some households may face difficulties to meet their travel needs because of budgetary constraints, while others because of an inappropriate spatial matching associated with long travel time, high fuel spending or physical tiredness of traveling (Nicolas et al., 2012). Some households may be forced to adjust their behaviours and restrict their mobility, meaning they may reduce their number of trips. This raises concerns in regard with households’ accessibility to employment areas, to healthcare centres or other critical motives (Gaschet and Gaussier, 2005; Aguillera and Mignot, 2003). Others may develop different strategies to cope, they may prefer to give up on other essential spending, such as food or clothing, in order to keep satisfied their travel needs.

This variety of situations rouses debates about which indicator(s) should be used to evaluate fuel poverty. In the domestic sector, several studies showed that the depiction of fuel poverty may substantially vary depending on the indicator chosen, be it in terms of the number or of the categories of households concerned (Ricci & Bérangère, 2014; Waddams et al., 2012; Valbonesi et al., 2014; Walker et al., 2014) This choice is not trivial; indicators are not neutral in their approach to fuel poverty, but points out to different political representations of the problem. It is necessary to reach a shared representation of fuel poverty, involving a common definition and consensual indicators (Chancel et al., 2015). Actually it is a requisite for fuel poverty policy to be effectively designed and implemented, because indicators are the basis on which to quantify the extent of the problem, to identify the affected population and to design mitigation policies (Hills, 2012a; Moore, 2012; ONPE, 2014). Because fuel poverty is multidimensional, reducing fuel poverty only to budgetary aspect does not account for the more complex reality of the phenomenon, so that a good fuel poverty indicator should be enlarged to integrate information on the living conditions. Though we acknowledge both housing and mobility aspects should be considered, in this paper we focus on the transport dimension of fuel poverty. Thus information is needed on the financial resources of the households, on their car fuel consumption\(^2\) as well as on their conditions of mobility. This suggests that a good indicator should capture the difficulties to afford one’s car

\(^2\) Because two-wheelers are few compared to cars, we use « car fuel consumption » to refer to both car and two-wheelers fuel consumption.
fuel bills as well as situations of restriction, and that it should assess the level of energy performance as well as the implications of one’s residential choice.

1.2. Ratio indicator

Fuel poverty in the domestic sector is commonly measured with the 10% ratio indicator, which was first introduced in the UK in the 1990s. A household was said to be in fuel poverty if it needs to spend more than 10% of its disposable income on energy services (Bradshaw and Hutton, 1983; Boardman, 1991). Rather than actual energy spending, the energy spending was estimated from the energy required to provide satisfactory heating - depending on the household type and level of occupancy - plus adequate lighting, hot water, cooking and typical appliance use (DETR, 2000). Alternatively the energy spending can be based on domestic energy bills and relate to actual energy spending. The 10% threshold was defined as twice the median energy spending at that time in the UK, which was considered an unreasonably high spending. This threshold has since been kept at 10%, despite variations in the median energy spending, making this ‘10%’ an arbitrary value. Analogously to poverty measurement in the European Union and the OECD, the threshold can be defined in relation to the current situation as twice the current median ratio (ONPE, 2014). The emphasis is then put on relative fuel poverty, as the number of fuel poor is influenced by the distribution of fuel spending among the whole population and relates to the way of life of the society in which they live. While a relative threshold may better gauge the extent of disproportionate spending, it masks the fact that significantly more households will have real difficulty in meeting their fuel spending in face of rising fuel prices - the number of fuel poor remaining the same whatever the level of energy prices (other things being held equal). The recent high volatility of fuel prices makes this relative measure questionable. Using a ratio indicator also has the disadvantage to include households that are not poor. However, it clearly highlights out of ordinary situations. In this paper, we use the term ratio indicator to refer to both approaches (fixed or relative threshold).

1.3. LIHC indicator

More recently, a new indicator has been developed by Hills (2012b), still for the UK. The Low Income High Cost (LIHC) identifies households having both a high fuel spending and a low income (Hills, 2012b). Fuel spending is based on an estimated energy requirement, and not an actual energy spending. The advantage is to eliminate the restriction bias. A household who under consumes might not be identified if actual spending is used, whereas using required spending tells us about what this household would actually spend if it were not to restrict its consumption. The estimated fuel spending is adjusted either to the size of the dwelling or to the household composition. The former represents the energy efficiency of the home (energy spent per square meter) and the latter the level of occupancy (equivalisation of the fuel spending according to the household composition). The adjusted fuel spending is then compared to the corresponding national median. It is interesting to note that this threshold can be interpreted as a norm - being the mean energy efficiency and the mean energy spending per household composition. Each household can be compared to this norm independently of its revenues, and it offers some information on the adequacy of their conditions of housing. However taking the median spending as the threshold for reasonable costs makes the literal eradication of fuel poverty highly challenging (if not impossible), and it may not adequately reflect improvements in the energy efficiency and fuel costs of targeted homes. Regarding the income, it is expressed as the equivalised disposable income after
housing costs, also known as the equivalised residual income. Loans, mortgage and rents are
deduced from disposable income, so that it better reflects the purchasing power of a
household and its actual capacity to afford its energy bills after housing costs. To compare
the standards of living of households of different sizes or compositions, the residual income is
then adjusted by the number of consumption unit (CU) using the OECD equivalence scale: 1
CU for the first adult in the household, 0.5 CU for other adults, 0.3 CU for children. This
equivalised residual income is then compared to a threshold set at 60% of the national
median equivalised residual income (after housing costs) plus their estimated fuel spending
after equalisation. This threshold is in line with relative income poverty measurement used in
the European Union (Eurostat). Finally a household is identified as being fuel poor if it
accumulates both constraints - a high required energy spending and a low residual income. One
drawback of this approach is that it is excessively complex, making it more difficult to
calculate than a ratio indicator, especially if the latter is based on actual energy spending. It
is also more difficult to interpret - as a result of its equivalisation of fuel costs and redundancy
of fuel costs in the income and fuel dimensions.

**Specificities of the transport sector**

This section discusses three specificities of the transport sector relatively to the
domestic sector with regard to fuel spending. The underlying research question, which will be
more specifically addressed in the next section, is whether indicators of fuel poverty from the
domestic sector are also relevant to the transport sector, and whether they may be directly
transferred or some adjustments are necessary.

**1.4. Highly diverse travel needs**

Mobility has become essential to access employment and services as well as for
social inclusion. While some trips are undoubtedly more necessary than others, it is difficult
to provide a clear and well-delimited definition of this “required travel” (unlike for housing).
Generally speaking, travel needs refer to all trips necessary for good inclusion in society. One
may think of the following purposes in particular: work, studies, health, administrative
services, shopping or visits to family and friends.

Setting aside the complexity of precisely defining travel needs, another significant
hurdle in the transport sector arises when trying to specify a standard car fuel consumption,
defined as the quantity necessary to fulfil those basic travel needs (Rao and Baer, 2012).
Distances to reach doctors, to visit family, and to go to work or study depend on a number of
factors involving the transport system, the system of activities, as well as the personal
situation of the household, so that designing a minimum travel need – be it in distance,
energy, or euros – is hardly relevant at an aggregate level. We analyse car fuel spending for
commuting among French households to exemplify this point. The distribution is very
spread, whatever the income quartile (Figure 1). Although the median spending for
commuting by car is only 2.8€ per day, a substantial share of the population spends more
than 10€ per day, that is four times the median amount. This high variability reflects the

---

3 Fuel spending is built from ENTD and relates to commute trips for all members of a household.
It is derived from stated distance traveled by car for commuting, the number of trips per day and
per week, the efficiency of the car, the type of fuel and the price of fuel.
diversity in households’ travel needs, while hindering the definition of a norm for car fuel spending.

Density: Car fuel spending per income quartiles

![Density: Car fuel spending per income quartiles](image)

**Scope:** Total daily fuel spending for commuting, among households with at least one member commuting by car  
**Source:** ENTD 2008

**Figure 1:** Distribution of car fuel spending per income quartile

Given these considerations, one might seek to estimate a standard car fuel spending specific to each household. The value would be derived with a model that would consider the various characteristics of the household, as in the LIHC methodology (see subsection 1.3). Again, the strong heterogeneity of travel behaviours makes the development of such a model - with a sufficient level of accuracy – unlikely, even in the medium run. To illustrate, car use is strongly influenced by residential location. Commuting distances and subsequently distances travelled by car strongly increase the further one lives from the city centre (Berri, 2007; Coulombel and Leurent, 2013). This average trend conceals a wide variety of individual situations that cannot be overlooked, however. To elaborate, we computed the total daily kilometres travelled by car per household for commuting, among active households using the car. We find the median commuting distance is 50 km per day for households living in rural areas, which is 16% more than in small urban areas (43 km per day) and almost twice more than in large urban areas (26 km per day). This being said, 28% of rural households travel more than 80 km per day (respectively 25% for small urban areas and 10% for large urban areas), while 17% travel less than 20 km per day (30% and 40%, respectively). Disparities are therefore greater within a same geographical area than between two different areas, confirming that travel needs significantly vary among otherwise similar households. If we managed to define normative fuel spending for essential services in the house, this might not be the case for daily travel (Jouffe and Massot, 2013).

Fuel poverty policies must target the most vulnerable households to be effective. Because of the diversity of travel needs, one can reasonably raise concerns that in the transport sector, targeted measures based on averages could lead to significant errors of

---

4 Data is drawn from the French National Transport Survey 2008 (the latest available at the time of writing).
inclusion and exclusion, and ultimately prove counterproductive.\textsuperscript{5} Similarly, a normative approach of travel needs at the household level is unlikely for the years to come. Indicators of fuel poverty in the transport sector should therefore rely on actual spending – instead of estimated spending as in the LIHC methodology – while taking the diversity of travel needs into account.

1.5. Differing forms of restriction

To address fuel poverty in the transport sector, what matters is to understand variations in travel practices and to focus on detecting situations at-risk. Restriction, defined as limiting the use of one’s private vehicle due to budget constraints, is likely the most common and prejudicial symptom. If the household transport budget is relatively stable across income levels in absolute value, it represents a high fraction of income for the less well-off households. Some of these are forced to constraining adjustments accordingly, leaving part of their travel needs unsatisfied (Orfeuil, 2004). This may limit access to job opportunities and essential services, or preclude visits to family and friends. Over time, it might lead to social exclusion and prevent these households from fully participating in the economic, social, and political life of the society they live in.

Yet, having a low motorised mobility is not problematic in itself, for two reasons. Households may have low travel needs: some people work from home, while others prefer to get their shopping delivered at home rather than going to supermarkets. Again, this is to relate to the high diversity of travel needs discussed previously. Furthermore, households may willingly use other modes of transport. They may have access to an extensive and rapid public transport system, or prefer active modes (walking, cycling) as a way to do physical exercise.\textsuperscript{6} On the other hand, households who use public transit because of the excessive cost of car can be in a disadvantageous situation when it implies much longer travel times, for instance. These arguments bring out the importance to distinguish between actual restriction, low mobility and low motorised mobility.

Conversely, restriction can also affect households with high travel mobility. Again, some households have higher motorised travel needs than others, typically those living in the furthest parts of the metropolitan area or bi-active households. Both situations imply longer distances than average to meet yet essential needs. When there is no other mode (than car) accessible, it may lead to an excessively high fuel spending, so that these households ultimately have to restrict their trips. Because similar travel practices can reflect either preferences or deprivations, it calls for a fuel poverty indicator including a direct evaluation of car use restriction behaviours, as well as an evaluation of the extra travel time induced when using public transit compared to using car.

1.6. Adaptive behaviours

Another key difference with the housing sector is the presence of alternatives in the transport sector. Public transit, walking and cycling are substitutes for car use. The last two

\textsuperscript{5} Such measures would risk not helping some of the most vulnerable households in achieving their travel needs, while encouraging other households - those with low travel needs - to drive longer distances by car.

\textsuperscript{6} This is especially the case for urban households, who may be highly mobile without owning a car through multimodal behaviours.
requiring no energy (other than muscular) and public transport being less energy intensive than the car, households may use these modes of transport to mitigate the impact of a sharp increase in fuel prices without limiting their trips. These alternatives are not spatially equally distributed and thus not available to all households, however (Jones and Lucas, 2012). Households living in suburban and rural areas seem especially vulnerable in face of increasing fuel prices (Saujot, 2012; Huyghe, Baptiste, & Carrière, 2013). Even when other modes are available besides the car, they might not always meet one’s travel needs without leading to excessive travel time or inflicting too much hardship. One might think of disabled people, crowded buses or the need to transfer three times before reaching one’s workplace.

Though we recognise that using the car may be a choice, it can also be a source of dependency when no alternative is available, making households especially vulnerable to future rises in fuel prices. Our point is that if alternatives to car exist, they may not be evenly available, and households may be unequal in their capacity to adapt in face of rising fuel prices. Because similar practices of car use can reflect either a choice or a dependency to this mode, a good fuel poverty indicator ought to evaluate the availability of suitable alternatives with regard to the household’s travel needs.

**Toward a new indicator for the transport sector**

To diagnose fuel poverty in the transport sector, the first idea would be to transpose existing indicators used in the domestic sector to the transport sector. However, we will show why they are not entirely satisfactory in the transport sector, leading us to propose a new indicator. Derived from multidimensional poverty measurement, our composite indicator intends to better take the specificities of the transport sector in consideration.

**1.7. Transposition of the domestic indicators**

**1.7.1. Ratio indicator**

The ratio indicator identifies households with an excessive fuel spending in relation to their income. There exists some variations in the literature regarding the following aspects: figures expressed per household or per unit of consumption, modelling of travel distances and spending, trip purposes included, and thresholds (Cochez et al. 2015 ; Nicolas et al., 2012 ; Lovelace, 2013). One usual concern underlying the choice of the ratio indicator is when combined with fuel poverty in the domestic sector (Rouzel, 2015 ; Alterre Bourgogne, 2007). Several variations of the ratio indicator in the transport sector were also tested at the scale of the Paris region (Beaufils et al., 2014).

In our paper, we choose the following definition of the ratio indicator:

\[
\text{Ratio} = \frac{\text{Fuel spending}}{\text{Income}}
\]

Fuel spending and income are both measured at the household level. Analogously to the domestic sector (see subsection 1.2) a household is considered at risk if its ratio is over twice the median ratio.

**1.7.2. The Low Income High Cost (LIHC) indicator**

The LIHC indicator is a two-dimensional indicator that identifies households who have a high fuel spending and a low income. It was recently applied to the city of Strasbourg for
both housing and transport (Mayer et al., 2014). Fuel spending is expressed per person or per consumption unit for transport (CUt). Depending on the type of travel studied (scope and nature of trip purposes), an equivalence scale may be appropriate, for which members of a household receive different weightings. Total household fuel spending is then divided by the sum of the weightings to yield a representative fuel spending – the fuel spending per CUt – and enable meaningful comparison across households.

\[
\text{Fuel spending per person or CUt} = \frac{\text{Fuel spending}}{\text{Number of persons or CUt}}
\]

Regarding income, we consider the residual income after fuel spending. It is adjusted by the number of consumption unit for income (CUi) in the household, using the OECD equivalence scale\(^7\).

\[
\text{Residual income per CUi} = \frac{\text{Income} - \text{Fuel spending}}{\text{Number of CUi}}
\]

A household is considered fuel poor if its fuel spending per person or CUt is higher than the median, and if its residual income per consumption unit is lower than the poverty line (60% median income per CUi).

1.8. Limitations of the domestic indicators

As we have just seen, both indicators are based on actual fuel spending: while the ratio indicator also often uses actual fuel spending in the domestic sector, in the case of the LIHC indicator, this stems from the specificities of the transport sector. Accordingly, they cannot detect restriction behaviours and do not inform the adequacy of households’ conditions of mobility. Moreover, both indicators fail to consider two other key aspects of the transport sector, namely the diversity of travel needs and the variability of households’ adaptive capacities in face of a sudden rise in fuel prices. Because all these points are at the crux of fuel poverty issues, we recommend using an alternate approach that directly measures the factors of vulnerability.

Vulnerability can be defined as “the ability or inability of individuals or social groupings to respond to, in the sense of cope with, recover from or adapt to, any external stress placed on their livelihoods and well-being” (Kelly & Adger, 2000).\(^8\) In this paper we understand fuel vulnerability as the degree to which a household is likely to experience difficulties due to exposure to rising fuel prices. Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change points out that «vulnerability encompasses a variety of concepts and elements including sensitivity or susceptibility to harm and lack of capacity to cope and adapt.»

To assess vulnerability, we consider vulnerability as a combination two elements:

- Sensitivity is the degree to which something/someone is affected by exposure to stress.

\(^7\) In the OECD equivalence scale, the weighting of the different members of a household are: 1 CU for the first adult in the household, 0.5 CU for other adults, 0.3 CU for children

\(^8\) See also on this topic (Bohle, Downing, & Watts, 1994), (Adger, 2006), (Büttner et al., 2012).
- Adaptive capacity is the ability of something/someone to adjust to potential damage, to take advantage of opportunities, or to respond to consequences.

We therefore build a composite indicator combining an assessment of households’ financial resources, mobility practices and conditions of mobility. Derived from multidimensional poverty measurement, this indicator consists of several factors, which can be economic, technical, geographical or cross dimensional. The composite indicator reflects the adequacy of one’s situation and aims at identifying multiple combinations of factors translating into an exposition to rising fuel prices.

1.9. A composite indicator

The composite indicator identifies households cumulating different unfavourable factors exposing them to a rise in fuel prices. Derived from multidimensional poverty measurement (UNDP, 2014), the composite indicator combines an assessment of financial resources, an assessment of mobility practices and an assessment of households’ conditions of mobility. It is composed of several factors, which can be of economic, technical and geographic nature, that are combined into a single indicator. It is built to allow those individual factors to be combined in a manner, which reflects the dimensions of the phenomena being measured – vulnerability to rising fuel prices. Similarly to the dual cut-off method developed by Alkire and Foster (2011), it employs two types of threshold: one threshold is defined per factor to determine whether that factor applies to the household, and the other threshold is defined across factors to identify the population exposed to a rise in fuel prices - by cumulating the factors in which a household is affected. Other multidimensional approaches have been used for mapping energy vulnerability (see for instance (Fruchart, 2012)) or transport poverty (Beaufils et al., 2014 ; Sustran, 2012 ; Dodson & Sipe, 2007). These indicators do not specify the situation characterized by each combination of factors, however, but only use the number of factors as an indication of the risk level with regard to fuel poverty. In this study the composite indicator assesses the adequacy between the main dimensions of fuel poverty and it reflects specific combinations of factors translating an exposition to rising fuel prices. Dimensions and factors are described in Table 1.
Table 1: Dimensions and factors included in the composite indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Financial resources</strong></td>
<td>Low income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobility practices</strong></td>
<td>High fuel spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extra travel time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Car use restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conditions of mobility</strong></td>
<td>Poor spatial matching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low vehicle performance or No vehicle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial resources include a single factor: low income.8

- Income reflects the household propensity to afford its travel costs and achieve its travel needs. It is expressed as the income per consumption unit for income (CUi).

Mobility practices is composed of three factors: high fuel spending, extra travel time and car use restriction.

- Fuel spending is expressed per person or per consumption unit for transport (CUt). Similarly to LIHC, it represents the average fuel spending per person or CUt in the household.

- Extra travel time is assessed for households who have at least one member using public transport, because they can be in a disadvantaged situation when it implies much longer travel times. It is expressed per person and it is based on an assessment of the travel time difference induced by using public transport compared to using car.

- Car use restriction reflects a deprivation in one’s motorised mobility. Because of budgetary constraints, either one is constrained to use another mode of transport despite his preference for using the car, or he is constrained to cancel part or all of his trips. Because travel needs are diverse (see previous section), an assessment based on actual spending cannot reveal if one meets its required motorised mobility. Therefore restriction is based on statement.

Conditions of mobility are composed of three factors: poor spatial matching, no alternative, and low vehicle performance or no vehicle.

---

8 The choice of the term “Low income” reflects the fact that one may want to consider a larger category of population than “income poor” households only as is usually the case. As a matter of fact, in the following application in Section 6, we define “Low income” households as ones with income below the median for the composite indicator, instead of using the standard “Income poor” criterion (set at 60% of the median) as for the ratio and LIHC indicators (see discussion in subsection 6.3)
• Spatial matching is expressed as the average distance travelled per person or CUt in the household. All modes of transport are included, it relates not only to travelled distances by car, but also to active, public transport and car passenger travelled distances. It reflects the proximity (or remoteness) to basic amenities and to households’ required activities. It depends on local geographical features and highlights the adequacy of one’s residential location choice.

• Alternative reflects the possibility to shift from the private car to other modes of transport. It can be based on declaration, or derived from surveying the alternatives to the private car that are both accessible and adequate to the travel needs of the household.

• Vehicle performance reflects the technical aspects of one’s mobility. For households having a vehicle, it is assessed from the technical characteristics of their vehicles. It reflects the engine efficiency, the type of fuel and the horsepower. For households having no vehicle, they are considered at-a-disadvantage in regard with vehicle performance. Not owning a car is not necessarily a disadvantage, but rather depends on the location and the accessibility of alternative transport (for example it is a luxury to have a car in a city such as Paris). This is why this factor will become meaningful only when combined with another factor – among the conditions of mobility. Furthermore non-access to personal vehicle is identified as a key determinant of social inequalities related to mobility for low-income households (Mignot and Aguiléra, 2004), so that we do not want to miss those households but include them in the evaluation.

A household is considered “exposed to rising fuel prices” if it cumulates several factors. Different combinations of factors reveal different situations and exposition to rising fuel prices. More specifically, the composite indicator distinguishes between three levels of exposition to increasing fuel prices: fuel poverty, fuel vulnerability and fuel dependency. Each level of exposition derives from specific combinations of factors (see Table 2).

• Fuel poor are households combining a low income with a high fuel spending and/or restriction. They already face difficulties to afford their mobility, either because they have to spend disproportionate amount of money on buying fuel in regard with their financial resources, or because they already choose to cancel some of their motorised travels for budgetary reason.

• Fuel vulnerable are households characterized by a low income and cumulating at least two disadvantageous conditions of mobility among three - poor spatial matching, no alternative, and low vehicle performance or no vehicle. They show little capacity to adapt so that the limits of their present situation expose them to future difficulties, especially in case of an unexpected change of situation (new-born baby, change workplace, higher housing costs, etc.). They are at-a-disadvantage in their mobility independently of how much they spend on fuel.

• Fuel dependent are households combining a high fuel spending with no adequate alternative mode of transport. They are dependent on driving long distances, so that in front of rising fuel prices, their fuel spending would highly increase and could result in financial stress. This is particularly problematic in the short term as those households show limited leeway in how to adapt, and households with high
committed spending such as loan reimbursement or payment of children studies could be negatively affected in their daily budget.

Elements of the composite indicator inform on the sensitivity and adaptive capacity of households to rising fuel prices. Both dimensions being interlinked, it is difficult to separate out variables for sensitivity from variables for adaptive capacity - for example having a low income translates being more impacted by a high fuel spending, and also being more limited in one’s capacity to adapt, by affording a new efficient car or by relocating closer to one’s workplace. The variables of the composite indicator aim at qualifying different levels of difficulties in households’ mobility, so that they are essentially focus on assessing the sensitivity of households. The difficulty in defining the mobility needs (subjectivity, socio-spatial constraints, tactics or various strategic alternatives) forces us to rely on three types of data, namely the mobility practices, conditions of mobility and financial resources. Considering the conditions of mobility and the financial resources also sheds light on the ability to cope and adapt, and in particular it emphasizes the specificity of fuel dependent. Therefore there is some assessment of adaptive capacity, but this is rather an additional insight enabling to define more or less sensitive groups of households, and calling to different types of preventive measures. A more comprehensive consideration of adaptive capacity remains to be done, in a conceptual framework to be adapted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility practices</th>
<th>Conditions of mobility</th>
<th>Financial resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High fuel spending</td>
<td>Extra travel time</td>
<td>Car use restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Levels of exposition identified with the composite indicator

Application to the French case

We illustrate our methodology with a case study. This section describes how we operationalize the three indicators proposed in Section 0 in the French context. After presenting the primary data source, we specify the scope of the study, and finally we outline how the different variables required in our analysis are computed. Results are presented and discussed in the next section.
1.10. **Data source: the National Travel Survey**

Building fuel poverty and vulnerability indicators for the transport sector requires data relative to the socioeconomic characteristics of the households (household structure, economic activity, income...), to the area in which they operate (residential location, location of activities, supply of public transport...) and to their travel behaviours (travelled distances, modes of transport, description of vehicles...). Given these requirements, national travel surveys would usually be prime candidates when looking for potential databases, as it is indeed the case in France.

The National Travel Survey (*Enquête Nationale Transports et Déplacements*) carried out by the INSEE informs the travel practices of the French population using three elements: a diary filled for one car of the household during a one week period; an interview with one randomly chosen household member (being over 6 years old) about his local travel (<80 km) the day and the week-end preceding the interview; another interview with one person, again drawn randomly, this time to collect information about his long distance travel (>80 km) over the three previous months. For each trip indicated by the respondent, the survey database reports the purpose, the trip length and duration, as well as the transportation mode(s). It also provides information regarding access to public transportation and the private means of transport available to the households (including the characteristics of the vehicle(s)). Last, the ENTD provides detailed information on travel related to work and study for all household members over 6 years old.

We use for our application the ENTD 2008 – being the latest edition available - which covers a sample of 20,200 households. Indeed, it especially suits our needs as it provides us with information at the national level on all three required items: household, neighbourhood, travel.\(^\text{10}\)

1.11. **Scope of the study**

Fuel poverty in the transport sector focuses on the evaluation of one’s travel needs and on the ability to fulfil those needs (see subsection 3.1). Although the ENTD covers all trip purposes, it only does so for one household member. Accordingly, our analysis focuses on commuting (for work or for study), for which information is available for the whole household. All other purposes, including some which one might also deem necessary such as health, basic shopping, or administrative services, fall outside the scope of our analysis. Focusing on commuting trips involves several caveats. This excludes *de facto* retired and/or unemployed individuals from the analysis, even though these population categories are likely to meet difficulties in fulfilling their travel needs. Because we consider only a part of basic travel needs, car fuel spending is also underestimated. Regarding this second point, the impact on our findings should remain limited, however: commuting trips remain preponderant within required travel, and the fact that we use relative thresholds (based on the median) and not

\(^{10}\) This led us to discard other possibilities such as using regional travel surveys, because of the scale, or the National Budget Survey, which provides in-depth information on outlays and incomes, but on the other hand very limited information on travel behaviours.
absolute ones also limits the effect of disregarding other purposes.\footnote{In 2008, commuting trips still accounted for 28\% of the total number of trips and 32\% of distances travelled within local travel.} Henceforth, ‘travel needs’ refer to trips related to places of work/study.

### 1.12. Computation of the main variables of analysis

In this subsection, we outline how the main variables required for our analysis are derived. A more thorough description is provided as Supplementary materials (see Appendix).

#### Distance

The distance of interest is the sum of the distances travelled by each household member to achieve his travel needs as defined above (commuting for work/study). Motorized distance refers to distances covered by car or by motorcycle, from which we exclude the case of passengers to avoid duplication of fuel spending.

#### Vehicle performance

Vehicle performance reflects the cost of traveling one kilometre. It conveys information on the fuel efficiency of the vehicle, the fuel type and the horsepower. Moreover, households having no private vehicle are considered at-a-disadvantage in their mobility.

#### Fuel spending

Fuel spending is derived as the product of the motorized distance and the vehicle fuel efficiency (i.e. the unit cost of per kilometre):

\[
\text{Fuel spending} = \text{Motorized distance} \times \text{Vehicle fuel efficiency}
\]

#### Income

As our methodology evaluates the household capacity to pay for its travel needs, disposable income appears as the most relevant measure. It is the sum of all earned income (salaries, bonuses), social income (retirement pensions, unemployment benefits, family benefits, housing benefits...) and unearned income, from which several direct taxes (income, housing, and social welfare) are deducted. It represents the total household income available for consumption and savings. The ENTD provides a measure, which is very similar to the disposable income, except that income and housing taxes are not subtracted (while social welfare taxes are). The equivalised disposable income - also used in our analysis - is derived by dividing the income reported in the ENTD by the equivalised household size.

#### Restriction

The “Restriction” variable denotes restriction from using one’s vehicle on budgetary grounds. More specifically, it characterizes households who have at least one member who chooses not to use the car because it is deemed too expensive. The choice of another transportation mode is not a real choice here, but rather the result of a budget constraint. Restriction is a binary variable.

#### Alternative

The “Alternative” variable relates to having other options besides the private vehicle to fulfil one’s travel needs. It characterizes the availability and accessibility of alternative
modes of transport in order to reach the place of work/study. A household is identified as having no alternatives if at least one among the members using the car states not having the choice when commuting to one of his places of work/study. The variable “Alternative” is a binary variable.

Extra travel time

The “Extra travel time” variable is assessed for households who have at least one member using public transport. It is an estimation of the difference in daily travel time between using public transport and using a car for the same commute trip. Distance and travel time by public transport are declared by each individual using public transport. Travel time by car is estimated by multiplying the distance travelled by public transport by an average speed differentiated by residential location. Extra travel time can be positive or negative depending on whether traveling by public transport is longer or shorter respectively.

\[ \text{Extra travel time} = \text{Travel time by public transport} - \text{Distance} \times \text{Speed}[\text{location}] \]

Results and discussion

1.13. Ratio indicator

Ratio indicator identifies households spending a high share of their income on buying fuel. 10,5% (2,6 millions) of French households are identified by the ratio indicator. The threshold being set at twice the median ratio, fuel poor households spend more than 3.9% of their income on fuel for their daily commute. Because it mainly concerns commute to workplaces, this spending is unavoidable and can be interpreted as a decrease in the household net income. If costs and maintenance costs of cars are added, the residual income is all the more impacted, which weakens the situation of households with limited incomes, thus amplifying their poverty.

Figure 2 represents fuel spending as a function of income for the household sample, and the ratio indicator threshold (in purple line). We find that the ratio indicator applied to the transport sector suffers from the same limitation as in the domestic sector: it is not selective with respect to income, capturing households from all income classes. To overcome this drawback, a solution is to add a criterion relative to income: to be considered fuel poor, a household must be income poor\textsuperscript{12}. According to INSEE, income poor were households earning less than 950€ per CU (consumption unit) in 2008 in France. The ratio indicator restricted to income poor households identifies 2,0% (510 000) households as fuel poor. The substantial variation in the extent of identified households – from 10,5% to 2,0% - confirms that a large share of fuel poor households according to the ratio indicator actually have modest to higher standards of living.

To conclude, the ratio indicator measures the weight of commuting-related fuel spending in the household budget. It is based on the premise that spending more than a certain share of income is problematic. The relevance of this indicator is directly related to whether households above the fixed threshold experience a disproportionate pressure on their budget. The value of the threshold, twice the median income, is quite low (3,9%). It will

\textsuperscript{12} A household is considered to be income poor if its income falls below the poverty threshold, with is usually set at 60% of the median.
represent a pressure mainly for low-income households, hence our choice to restrict the ratio indicator to income poor households.

![Graph showing household spending vs income]

**Note:** each dot represents one household from the survey data. The purple line corresponds to twice the median income share for fuel spending. Red triangles correspond to households identified by the ratio indicator restricted to income poor households.

**Source:** ENTD 2008

**Figure 2:** Households identified as fuel poor by the ratio indicator

1.14. **LIHC indicator**

According to the LIHC indicator, 3.3% (840,000 households) of French households are identified as fuel poor in their travel needs. LIHC is composed of two dimensions: fuel spending per active\(^\text{13}\) person, and residual income after fuel spending per consumption unit. Fuel spending per person reflects the mean “fuel cost of access to employment” for the household. It is compared with a threshold equal to the median spending, 32€/month. Residual income is compared with a threshold equals to the poverty line which was valued at 950€/CU/month in France in 2008 according to INSEE.

The overlap between LIHC and ratio indicators is only partial (see table 3 and figure 3). Only 52% of the households identified fuel poor with LIHC are identified fuel poor with ratio indicator restricted to income poor. Two differences explain this gap. The first comes from the number of active persons per households and the level of income per active person. The ratio indicator considers the fuel spending in relation to total household income. It tends to identify households with a low level of income per active person and/or a low number of active persons, both leading to a low total income. It accounts for the capacity to afford commuting and reflects the fuel efficiency of earning one euro. The LIHC indicator considers

\(^{13}\) In France, active people relates to the working-age people that are available on the labor market, they can have a job (working population) or be unemployed (non-working active population).
fuel spending per active person. It tends to identify households with few active persons, independently of their level of income. It accounts for the fuel footprint of commuting and reflects the fuel efficiency of having a source of income. The second difference comes from the method used to define income poor. In the ratio indicator restricted to income poor, they are defined as households with income per CU lower than the poverty line. In the LIHC indicator, income poor households are those with residual income per CU after excluding fuel cost lower than the poverty line. Thus LIHC retains more households: in addition to households retained by the ratio definition, it includes households whose standard of living is lowered because of their fuel spending.

Table 3: Overlap between households identified fuel poor with Ratio/IP and/or LIHC (%), ENTD 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given in</th>
<th>Also in</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio/IP</td>
<td>LIHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio/IP</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIHC</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% among

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified by</th>
<th>Identified</th>
<th>French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio/IP or LIHC</td>
<td>population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio/IP or LIHC</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both Ratio/IP and LIHC</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio/IP only</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIHC only</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: each dot represents one household from the survey data. The blue and green lines depict the poverty line and the median fuel spending, respectively. Red dots correspond to households identified by both the ratio indicator restricted to income poor (Ratio/IP) households and the LIHC indicator. Green dots correspond to households identified by the LIHC indicator but not by the Ratio/IP indicator, and vice versa for blue dots.

Figure 3: Comparison of households identified as fuel poor by the LIHC and ratio indicators

The LIHC indicator identifies households combining a low residual income per CU and a high fuel cost per active person. It is relevant if a given amount of fuel spending per active person can be defined as a threshold above which situations are problematic. Following LIHC used in the domestic sector, this threshold is defined as the median spending. It gives a normative approach to (motorised) private transportation. Still following LIHC for domestic energy, the threshold would be interpreted as a standard for efficiency in one’s mobility. However travel needs are diverse (see subsection 3.2) which questions the relevance of this normative approach.

Furthermore, using the residual income after fuel costs, that is to say after excluding fuel costs from the disposable income, has advantages and drawbacks. It has the advantage to account for households whose standard of living is lowered because of their motorised travels. It is derived from the Minimum Income Standard approach, which consists in defining a minimum income needed by a household to participate in society. Here households are
considered at a disadvantage - in LI dimension of LIHC - if, after deducting their actual fuel costs, they have insufficient residual income to meet all their other minimum living costs. It acknowledges fuel spending cannot only exacerbate income poor situation but can also induce new poverties. However introducing the fuel spending in the LI dimension also has drawbacks: first it adds complexity in the understanding and interpretation of the LI dimension (residual income AFTER fuel cost is compared with a threshold based on the income BEFORE fuel cost), second it is redundant as the fuel spending is already assessed in the HC dimension and would not allow to separate the effect of a change in fuel prices from the effect of a change in income levels in the evaluation of fuel poverty.

To conclude, LIHC indicator identifies households having both a high fuel spending per active person and a low residual income after fuel costs. High fuel spending is taken as higher than the median value, which is arbitrarily defined as a standard, and this introduction of a normative approach to individual travel needs does not appear consistent with the diversity in travel needs. Low income identifies households having a low residual income after fuel costs, which is more comprehensive in seizing the difficulties caused by one’s fuel spending but introduces redundancy – double evaluation of the fuel dimension - and confusion - in the understanding of LIHC. We find this direct transposition of LIHC is not satisfactory to assess fuel poverty in the transport sector.

Ratio and LIHC indicators respectively measure the impact of the fuel cost on the household budget and the fuel cost of access to employment. However, they do not identify households who restrict their use of car, although it is an acute expression of deprivation. They do not consider either households that show disadvantageous conditions of mobility (poor spatial matching, no alternative, low vehicle performance or no vehicle), which limits households ability to adapt to fuel prices rise. Thus we find the simple transposition of existing fuel poverty indicators to the transport sector is unsatisfactory. The composite indicator we propose below considers the different dimensions of fuel poverty in the transport sector.

1.15. Composite indicator

The composite indicator identifies disadvantageous combinations of factors reflecting an exposition to fuel prices rise. More specifically it identifies three levels of exposition to an increase in fuel prices: fuel poverty, fuel vulnerability and fuel dependency. The combinations of factors corresponding to each level of exposition are described in section 4 and summarized in Table 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Threshold (Exposed if)</th>
<th>Number of households</th>
<th>Share among households with required mobility</th>
<th>Share among French households</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility practices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fuel spending</td>
<td>&gt;64 €/active/month (2x median)</td>
<td>2 500 000</td>
<td>15,3 %</td>
<td>9,8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra travel time</td>
<td>At least one person with &gt;60 extra min/day when using public transport compared to using car</td>
<td>300 000</td>
<td>1,9 %</td>
<td>1,2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car use restriction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 300 000</td>
<td>8,1 %</td>
<td>5,2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor spatial matching</td>
<td>&gt;382 km/active/month (median)</td>
<td>8 000 000</td>
<td>50,1 %</td>
<td>32,0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No alternative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7 200 000</td>
<td>44,8 %</td>
<td>28,7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low vehicle performance</td>
<td>&gt;10c€/km or 0 vehicle</td>
<td>300 000</td>
<td>15,9 %</td>
<td>10,2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions of mobility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low income</td>
<td>&lt;1580 €/UC/month (median)</td>
<td>9 300 000</td>
<td>57,7 %</td>
<td>36,9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite indicator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 900 000</td>
<td>12,1 %</td>
<td>7,8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel vulnerable (out of fuel poor)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 000 000</td>
<td>18,7 % (11,5 %)</td>
<td>12,0 % (7,4 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel dependent (out of fuel poor &amp; fuel vulnerable)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 900 000</td>
<td>11,7 % (3,8 %)</td>
<td>7,5 % (3,7 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIHC indicator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td>840 000</td>
<td>5,2 %</td>
<td>3,3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio indicator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel poor (restricted to income poor)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 620 000</td>
<td>16,3 %</td>
<td>10,5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td>510 000</td>
<td>3,2 %</td>
<td>2,0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results per factor and per indicator
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>households</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>High fuel spending</td>
<td>11.</td>
<td>&gt;64 €/active/month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.</td>
<td>15.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15.</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>&gt;60 min/active/day</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>hen using public transport compared to using car</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.</td>
<td>1.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Car use restriction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.</td>
<td>8.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Poor spatial matching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>&gt;382 km/active/month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30.</td>
<td>50.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>No alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35.</td>
<td>44.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Own vehicle performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.</td>
<td>&gt;10c€/km or 0 vehicle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42.</td>
<td>15.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>Low income</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>&lt;1580 €/UC/month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48.</td>
<td>57.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53.</td>
<td>12.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>Fuel vulnerable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>(out of fuel poor)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58.</td>
<td>18.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>(11.5 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>(7.4 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>Fuel dependent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>(out of fuel poor &amp; fuel vulnerable)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>65.</td>
<td>31.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>(13.9 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>(8.9 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>LHC indicator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72.</td>
<td>5.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Ratio indicator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>Fuel poor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77.</td>
<td>16.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80.</td>
<td>3.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fuel poor are households living below the median standard of living (<1580€/CU/month) with high fuel spending (>64€/month/active person) or extra travel time or declaring car use restriction. 7.8% (1.9 million) of French households are identified fuel poor. This is a modified version of LIHC. The income dimension refers to households’ income (instead of the residual income after excluding fuel costs) and compares it to the median standard of living. It has the advantage to separate out the income dimension of fuel poverty. As for LIHC, high cost refers to the fuel spending per active person, but the threshold is defined as twice the median spending, instead of the median spending. It retains households who have the highest spending. This assessment of fuel poverty is enlarged to account for other difficulties that may show itself in face of too high fuel prices, that is to say households disadvantaged by much longer travel times when using public transport compared to using car as well as households declaring restriction in their vehicle usage. According to ENTD 2008, 8.1% of households with travel needs state they “do not use the car regularly because it is too expensive”.

Table 5: Overlap between households identified fuel poor with Composite, Ratio/IP and LIHC (%), ENTD 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Also in</th>
<th>Given in</th>
<th>Ratio/IP</th>
<th>LIHC</th>
<th>Composite Fuel poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio/IP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIHC</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite Fuel poor</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The composite indicator has only partial overlap with LIHC and ratio indicators (Table 5). Only 53% of households identified as fuel poor by LIHC are also identified as fuel poor by the composite indicator. However we noted that LIHC may overestimate the issue, due to the low value of the fuel spending threshold. Conversely only 23% of households identified with composite indicator are also identified with LIHC. The difference comes from the changes we proposed in the thresholds as well as from the account for extra travel time and car use restriction behaviours. In terms of the income dimension, composite is enlarged to households living under the median standard of living, not the poverty line. Using the poverty line would have excluded those households whose standard of living falls below the poverty line because of their fuel spending that are identified with LIHC. In terms of fuel spending, composite detects households spending more than twice the median spending per person rather than more than the median spending. This is to account for the variety of travel needs and restrict the analysis to the highest fuel spending. For spending located between the median and twice the median, it is difficult to judge whether they reveal actual difficulties.

---

14 This question related to restriction was subject to a high non-response rate (84%). We find 50% of households who actually answered the question state they "do not use the car regularly because it is too expensive".
for households or if they result from households preferences. Finally, the composite indicator accounts for households declaring restricting their usage of car and those suffering from a daily one hour extra travel time because of inadequate public transport (compared to using the car). Households who do not show a high spending, but suffer from extra travel time or declare restriction are identified by the composite indicator whereas they are not identified with LIHC. 36% of the households identified fuel poor by the composite indicator declare restriction, and 11% have a member suffering from at least one hour extra travel time. This result highlights the importance of assessing restriction and extra travel time for evaluating fuel poverty in the transport sector. More importantly, it raises concerns in face of rising fuel prices; an increasing number of households could be forced to adjust their travel behaviours by reducing their usage of car even if it implies shifting to inadequate public transport. If this is good news for energy saving and climate objectives, this should be accompanied by measures to provide suitable, accessible and affordable alternatives to car.

Fuel vulnerable are characterized by a low income (<1580€/CU/month) and the combination of disadvantageous conditions of mobility (poor spatial matching, no alternative, poor vehicle performance or no vehicle). These constraints limit their capacity to adapt to a change in their situation. 12.0% (3,0 millions) of French households are identified fuel vulnerable. The limits of their present situation can give rise to future difficulties, especially in case of an unexpected change of situation (new-born baby, change workplace, higher housing costs, etc.).

Fuel dependents are households combining a high fuel spending (>64€/month/active person) with no alternative mode of transport. In case of fuel prices rise, their fuel spending could highly increase and result in financial stress. 7.5% (1,9 millions) of French households are identified fuel dependents. These households have limited leeway to adapt, so that households with high committed spending such as loan reimbursement or payment of children studies could be negatively affected in their monthly budget, in case of a sharp increase in fuel prices.

Figure 4 shows households according to their highest level of exposition: fuel poor > fuel vulnerable > fuel dependent. Two thresholds are drawn: the green line equals twice the median fuel spending per active person, which is estimated at 64€/month; the blue line corresponds to the median income per CU which was 1580€/CU/month in France in 2008.

Fuel poor represent 7,8% of French households, while fuel vulnerable (excluding fuel poor) are 7,4% and fuel dependents (excluding fuel vulnerable and fuel poor) are 3,7%. If being fuel poor is about enduring difficulties in one’s mobility practices, we see conditions of mobility weaken other parts of the population that are not identified by an indicator solely based on budgetary factors. Our results show fuel poverty in the transport sector points out to issues of distributive injustice in access to mobility due to the interaction between underlying inequalities related to income, motorisation, energy efficiency, public transport system, or location. Overall 18,8% of French population is exposed to rising fuel prices. It represents 4,7 million households, among which 59% are identified because of disadvantageous conditions of mobility and 33% are identified because of other impacts than the fuel spending (extra travel time and car use restriction). Only the remaining 8% are identified because their high fuel spending, even though 45% of exposed households show a high fuel spending.
7. Conclusion

This article proposes new indicators to quantify fuel poverty in the transport sector. First, we have tried to transpose the fuel poverty indicators from the domestic sector, namely the Ratio and LIHC indicators, to the transport sector. We have shown that because they focus on budget aspects, they do not account for the whole range of factors at stake with fuel poverty in the transport sector. They fail to reflect the (in)adequacy of the conditions of mobility and the (in)ability households have to adapt in face of rising fuel prices, which are both at the heart of fuel poverty in the transport sector.

To overcome the limits of existing indicators, we have built a composite indicator combining an assessment of financial resources, mobility practices and households’ conditions of mobility. Derived from multidimensional poverty measurement, this indicator consists of several factors, which can be economic, technical, geographic or cross dimensional. It considers: (1) diverse travel needs, (2) restriction behaviours, (3) variable household adaptive capacities. Our composite indicator reflects multiple combinations of factors translating exposition to rising fuel prices into a single indicator. Furthermore, it differentiates three levels of exposition to rising fuel prices.

The application on French data has shown that the households identified by the composite indicator differ from those identified by the ratio or the LIHC indicators, with only partial overlaps. Risks of false inclusion or exclusion are therefore important if inadequate indicators are used. Consequently, it appears that the composite indicator has the potential to offer more precise quantification of fuel poverty in the transport sector, and to serve as a
basis for policy targeting and evaluation. Considering data requirements, implementing the composite indicator would usually call for the use of national or regional transport surveys. These would usually include all the data needed, except for possibly two elements: the presence of alternatives, and the restriction phenomenon. The first point could be inferred by comparing the household location to the transport supply. The second point would call for either a new dedicated question or alternatively for an econometric analysis to detect the cases of under-consumption of transport.

Our findings are subject to a certain number of caveats. Travel needs are restricted to commuting trips. While other activities are likely essential to the household well-being (such as health, shopping, or visit to family and friends) besides work and study, limitations of available data in the French National Transport Survey prevented us from doing so. Including these other trip purposes would surely enrich the analysis, but would also involve further work in order to be able to discriminate between required and discretionary travel. Among the main limitations of restricting the scope to commuting trips, let us first note that the case of retired or unemployed individuals is de facto not treated in our analysis. Car fuel spending is also underestimated compared to a situation where we would include other travel needs. This point is mitigated by the fact that we consider relative and not absolute thresholds when analysing the level of fuel spending, however. Finally, fuel spending typically represents only 30 to 40% of total car spending in most countries, so that another risk for low-income car dependent households lies in the risk of being unable to pay for a major repair, or to afford parking costs for example. Again, the choice of relative thresholds partly remedies this limitation of the study.

Further research includes (i) testing the composite indicator on other data representing different situations, on finely territorialised data to refine situations of vulnerability, or on panel data to study dynamic evolutions; (ii) identifying the characteristics of households identified in the three levels of exposition to rising fuel prices; (iii) coupling the analysis with the domestic sector, as well as with other sources of vulnerability (insecure employment, mortgages, single parents...); (iv) develop a full vulnerability assessment, with a more comprehensive consideration of adaptive capacity, in a conceptual framework to be adapted; (v) simulate the effect of fuel price rising and/or policies. A microsimulation study could allow testing various hypotheses on the evolutions of the system as a whole, such as modelling the opportunity for households to replace their car with recent efficient cars, to shift to other modes of transport or to relocate closer to one’s workplace, as well as the impact of the rise of fuel prices on households’ disposable income.
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